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BURY CE HIGH SCHOOL JOINS THE COMMUNITY OF THE CROSS OF
NAILS, PROMOTING PEACE AND RECONCILIATION.
Bury CE High School has become only the 50th school in the country to join the
Community of the Cross of Nails. We are delighted that the work that the school is
doing to promote peace and reconciliation has been recognised in this way by
Coventry Cathedral. It is quite an accolade.
The Cross of Nails has become a
symbol of peace and reconciliation
work around the world. It all began
following a bombing raid on Coventry
during the second world war. On the
night of the 14 November 1940, the
City of Coventry was devastated by an
air raid and its Cathedral burned.
Shortly afterwards, three nails from the
bombed roof timbers were taken and
formed into the shape of a cross. The
Cross of Nails has developed into a
powerful symbol of peace and
reconciliation and has inspired the
development of centres of peace and
reconciliation around the world. Those
involved in this work look to Coventry
Cathedral as their touchstone.
Today we seek to be a school that
promotes peace and reconciliation,
including restorative justice, in the way
we operate. People find it easy to
agree with the ideas of peace and reconciliation until they themselves are hurt by the
unkind words or actions of others. Once hurt, we all realise that peace and
reconciliation is not an easy thing to embrace. Yet it is by far the best way to address
these problems for the sake of our own metal health and wellbeing, and for the benefit
of the community in which we live and work.
Pupils in Year 8 pray through the Litany of Reconciliation that has been produced by
the Community of the Cross of Nails when they do their duty on the welcome desk.
They reflect on what the Litany says to them, about their conduct and the state of our
world. In our relationships with others, we seek to promote peace through explaining
why we have particular expectations in school and we always keep these expectations
under review by the school council of pupils and the staff. This leads to an
understanding of why we have particular expectations and encourages all to work
together for the common good. When we need to resolve differences between
people, we apply the principles of justice, mercy, forgiveness and reconciliation,
seeking as far as possible to restore the relationship to a better place than the place
where it first broke down. This is difficult and challenging work which has varying
degrees of success but which is always beneficial to those involved.
We do not just seek to promote peace and reconciliation within the school community.

We also aim to do this locally, nationally and internationally. Our
links with Moldova and South Africa allow us to address issues
such as the negative effects of racism, the suffering and
inhumanity of people trafficking and the importance of education
in building better communities and promoting peace. Learning
from those who have made the journey of reconciliation is an
important aspect of this work. Recent visits by staff and pupils
from Pakistan have contributed to our understanding of how to be
reconciled to others despite the hurts of the past.
Rev Watson and Mrs Stedman visited Coventry Cathedral on
Sunday 29 September 2019 to
participate in the blessing of our Cross of Nails. This was Coventry
Cathedral’s International Community of the Cross of Nails annual service.
During the service, the chair of the community spoke about the importance in
this day and age for those who will courageously work for peace and
reconciliation in all contexts. Our Cross of Nails was taken to the steps that
link the modern part of the Cathedral with the old ruined part. These steps
were outside so the 200+ members of the congregation were joined by
several members of the general public to see the Cross of Nails blessed.
That was the beginning of the journey which culminated with its arrival at
Bury Parish Church on Tuesday 15 October 2019, where it was presented to
the school. It has pride of place on our pupil reception desk so visitors to our
school can see it as they arrive. Bury CE High School will continue to
promote peace and reconciliation as it moves forward into the years ahead.
With God’s help, we trust He will enable us to build better communities and
transform lives for good as a result.
Revd C Watson

TRAVELS AROUND THE WORLD’ LIBRARY EVENT
During the last full week of term before the summer break there was a ‘Travels Around the World’ Library
event. Pupils could come to the Library each lunchtime and listen to teachers share their experiences of
travelling to one of our partner schools and the country they are in. Mrs Rogers and Mr Warburton started
the week off with France, followed by Rev Watson with Pakistan, then myself taking about South Africa
and finished off with Mr Daniel-Sam discussing Moldova.
The aim of the week was to highlight the importance of travel, experiencing different cultures and hopefully
inspire pupils to visit places that are not necessarily considered tourist destinations.
Pupils in Years 7, 8 and 9 also took part in a reading challenge linked in with the theme of travel. Pupils
were given a list of ten books in May and they had seven weeks to try and read as many as they could.
Once finished, pupils had to complete a quiz on Show My Homework testing their knowledge. Pupils who
took part were invited to a rewards ceremony at the end of the week and given certificates for their efforts.

YEAR 7/8 GIRLS FOOTBALL

YEAR 9/10 GIRLS FOOTBALL

I took two mixed Year 7 and 8 Girls Football Teams to a 7v7
tournament at Unsworth Academy on Wednesday 18
September, where we played two teams from Unsworth
Academy and two teams from The Derby High School and
what a great afternoon it turned out to be.

I took a young Year 9 and 10 Girls
Football Team to a 7v7 tournament at
Unsworth Academy on Wednesday 25
September. We were joined by an
Unsworth Academy team, two teams
from The Derby and one from Elton.
The other teams were predominantly
Year 10 pupils whereas we had one
Year 10 and 7 Year 9 girls.

Team 1 - Natalie (Y8), Matilda (Y8) Lilly (Y7), Eryn (Y7)
Maisie (Y7), Ella (Y7) and Captain Freya (Y8)
Team 2 - Josephine (Y7), Ellie (Y8), Sam (Y8), Emily (Y7),
Leah (Y8), Mille (Y8) and Captain Amelia (Y8)
The girls played 5 games each including having to play each
other which resulted in Team 1 taking the win 1-0 with a goal
from Eryn, although I have to say the teams were very even
for the majority of the game.
Team 1 won 4 games and lost 1 with results of 0-1, 5-0, 1-0,
2-0, 1-0. With goals coming from Lilly (5), Eryn (3) and Freya
(1). Finishing with 12 points.
Team 2 won 3 games, 1 draw and 1 loss with results of 1-1, 3
-0, 0-1, 2-0, 3-0. With goals coming from Amelia (4), Millie
(3), Emily & Josephine. Finishing with 10 points.
Credit to our goalkeepers, Ella and Freya for Team 1 and
Ellie for Team 2 who only conceded 3 goals all afternoon.
Team 1 went on to win the whole tournament, with Team 2
coming either 2nd or 3rd, we’re not quite sure!
All the girls where a credit to the school, their team work,
attitude and willingness to learn and do their best is
something I was very proud of. We had a great time with lots
of laughs, a very enjoyable outing.
Diana

The team was made up of Olivia, Kate,
Leila, Ally, Gracie, Izzy and Lauren from
Year 9 and Robyn from Year 10.
There were no easy games in this
tournament.
Everyone
had
to
concentrate and work hard to gain
results. We won 2 games with scores of
2-0 (Robyn) and 5-0 (Robyn 3, Gracie &
Izzy). Losing 1-0 with an own goal
which was disappointing as we deserved
at least a draw against the overall
tournament winners and a 0-0 draw
against the eventually tournament
runners-up.
We weren’t disappointed with our third
place result given how close we had
come to those above us. Our team work
was great, with girls switching positions
and working hard for each other. We
are now looking forward to our next
outing on the 20 November when we’ll
being looking for top spot.
Diana

GIRLS RUGBY
On Thursday 26 September Miss Hulme took 27 girls from Years 8 & 9 to a Rugby World Cup promotion
event at Sedgley RUFC. The girls watched some of the England vs America match during lunch time
before heading to the pitches for some training and games. The girls absolutely loved getting involved
and learning some new skills. They all got 'stuck in' especially with the mud! A huge thanks to all the
coaches and volunteers who organised and ran the event.
Miss Hulme

SCHOOL FOOTBALL

YEAR 10/11 GIRLS FOOTBALL

School
football
is
an
incredible aspect of the year:
a time to have fun, play with
your friends and play football
to a very high standard. As a
year, we make a spectacular
team with all of the different
talents.

It was another great outing for our Senior Girls Football team as they
headed up to Woodhey for the Bury Schools 7v7 Tournament.

Last Wednesday we played a
game against the Year 8s. It
was a close game but in the
end we came out with a 2-0
win. Our string strike force
held it together and waited for
the right time, this led to
getting
through
on
the
defenders and in some cases
scoring.
The school football team can
also help with issues in and
out of school. For example, if
you have had a bad day in
school, maybe got in trouble,
or you have just fallen out with
one of your friends, you can
express your feelings playing
on the pitch. It is a time to
have fun, but to get better at
football and to represent the
school.
Adam W, Y9

They were against experienced teams from Woodhey, Tottington, St
Gabriels, Elton and St Monica’s all of which have players who play
football outside of school and who have met lots of times before.
The team of Hollie, Esme, Sophie, Emma, Olivia, Faith, Makenzie,
Jasmine (all Y11) and Robyn (Y10) played their first game against St
Monica’s. A slow start for the girls but it was worth waiting for them to
pick up the pace with two quick goals from Hollie and Robyn sealing a 2
-0 win.
Second game was against the host Woodhey. The girls had now fully
warmed up and you could tell. They quickly broke down the Woodhey
team scoring 3 goals (Robyn 2 & Hollie) in 10 minutes to seal another
win.
Third game and another win, this time with a wonder goal from half way
from Esme against Tottington.
Next up was against Elton. This was always going to be a tough game.
We must give credit to our ever strong defence and reactions of our
goalkeeper as this end to end game resulted in a 0-0 draw with neither
team being able to break the deadlock no matter how hard they tried.
Last game was against St Gabriels, like us they had had good results
so was probably going to be the hardest game of the afternoon. It
didn’t disappoint. End to end from start to finish and gutting that we
conceded our only goal of the day in this game. This resulted in 1-0
loss with no time to equalise.
We finished the tournament as Runners-Up on 10 points with the
winners St Gabriels on 11. It transpired that the last game was a
winner takes all match.
I am incredibly proud of the girls, they are a credit to the school and to
the game of football. They play the game in the correct sporting
manner with an aim to play to the best of their ability at all times whilst
having fun and laughs. A joy to be with.
Diana

GINA - BLACK BELT AT KARATE
Well done to Gina in Year 10 who achieved her Black Belt in Karate. This is a fantastic achievement and
is a reward for Gina who works really hard at this sport.

ELLIE IN YEAR 9 AND FRASER IN YEAR 10 - EXCELLING IN SWIMMING OUTSIDE OF
SCHOOL

Well done to Ellie in Year 9 who is excelling at Swimming outside of school. Ellie achieved 9 personal
best times out of 9 races in one weekend.
Ellie achieved county times in the:
• 200 metre front crawl
• 200 metre individual medley
• 100 metre front crawl
• 50 metre front crawl - Ellie also achieved a regional time in the: 50 metre front crawl
Well done to Fraser in Year 10 who is also excelling at Swimming outside of school. Fraser achieved a
county time for the 50 metre freestyle and a county time for the 100 metre freestyle.

BURY TIMES WRITE UP ON THE
BEST PRACTICE AWARD IN PE
The Bury Times kindly did a write up on
the school and PE Department receiving
the 'Best Practice in PE Award' from the
North West Counties PE Association.
This appeared in their newspaper and on
their website on Thursday 12 September
2019. The article was as follows:
“A HIGH school has been recognised for
its
outstanding
achievements
in
Physical Education.
Bury Church of England High School has
received a Best Practice Award in PE by
the North Western Counties Physical
Education Association.
Paddy Connolly, Bury C of E High School’s head of PE, said: “The department has fantastic students that
really buy into the wide-ranging extra-curricular programme and take part in all of our lunch and after school
activities.
“This award shows we’re working really hard and this is an award for the whole staff, department and
parents who provide us with so much support.”
In the last academic year the school has enjoyed a wealth of sporting success including with the under 15’s
girls football team who reached the final of the Greater Manchester County Cup and lost narrowly to a late
goal. While the under 12’s boys football were double winners of Bury Schools Central Venue Football
League. Many of the school’s teams also represented Bury at the GM School Games.”
YEAR 11 BOYS BASKETBALL
The Year 11 Boys Basketball team played
in the central venue Basketball league at
Philips on Monday 16 September. The
central venue format is a new idea in the
Bury local authority to try to ensure
students get as many Basketball matches
as possible.
In the first game Bury CE High School
came across a really strong team from
Philips. We lost the game but did not give
up against excellent opposition. In the next
game we played St Monica's and won the
game.
It was an excellent team
performance but a special mention must go
to Adam and Marcus who scored
consistently for Bury CE High School. In
the final game of the night we played Woodhey and this was a really close game. In the end Woodhey
came out winners but Bury CE High School played well overall. Player of the match overall was Marcus in
Year 10 who was playing up a year group.
Bury CE High School attended the second round of the central venue Basketball league games at Philips
on Monday 30 September. In the first game we played an outstanding game to beat Prestwich. In the
second game the team lost to Bury Grammar but played well in parts of this game. Player of the match
was Ben in Year 11 who was excellent in both games.
After winning 2 games over the two central venue nights Bury CE High School qualified in 4th place
overall for the finals night on Monday 14 October.
Well done to all the students who played.

BOYS FOOTBALL REPORTS
Our Year 11 and Year 10 Boys Football teams played against Derby on Wednesday 18 and Thursday
19 September. Both teams won convincingly and all the students who played were a credit to the school.
Player of the match for Year 10 was Ethan and player of the match for Year 11 was Stephen.
The Year 10 Boys Football team beat Woodhey 4-2. Player of the match was Tom.
The Year 11 Boys Football team beat Woodhey 6-3. Player of the match was Declan.
The Year 8 Boys Football team beat St Gab's 5-1. Player of the match was Theo. Goal scorers were
Roman with 3 goals, Zak with 1 goal and Tyler with 1 goal.

GIRLS NETBALL RESULTS
The Year 10 Girls Netball team beat Philips 11-1. Player of the match was Abigail.
The Year 8 Girls Netball team beat Philips 21-15. Player of the match was Leah. They lost to St Gabriels
6-4. Player of the match was Frankie.
The Year 11 Girls Netball team beat St Gabriels 16-7.
The Year 9 Girls Netball team beat St Gabriels 17-9. Player of the match was Gracie.

YEAR 9 BOYS RUGBY V BURY GRAMMAR

The Year 9 Boys Rugby team played fantastically well against a strong team from Bury Grammar.
Unfortunately they lost to a last second try from Bury Grammar with the score finishing 15 points to 10
points. All the students who played were brilliant and it was great to see four Year 8 students playing up a
year group in the Year 9 team.
Player of the match from Bury Church was Adam in Year 9.

SALE SHARKS DEVELOPING PLAYER PROGRAMME (DPP)
Bury CE High School have nominated Toby in Year 9, Charlie in Year 10 and Calum in Year 10 for the
Sale Sharks Developing Player Programme (DPP). This elite training programme is open to the best
Rugby Union players from across the Greater Manchester area.
Harrison, Garrett and Will in Year 10 along with Jack and Adam in Year 9 have already made it through
the trial process for this elite training programme last year and so will be involved this season in the Sale
Sharks DPP.

AFTER SCHOOL BOYS RUGBY CLUB
Well done to all the students who have been attending the after school Rugby Union Club every Thursday.
The turn out has been great and there are a number of competitions/games planned as we progress
through this academic year.
We are delighted to welcome Glyn Smith from Bury Rugby Union Football Club who has kindly offered to
come in and help with the coaching. Glyn is an excellent coach and it is a great opportunity for the
students at Bury CE High School to work with Glyn.

NORTH-WEST PE ASSOCIATION EUROPEAN SPORTS DAY ON FRIDAY 27 SEPTEMBER
The School Sports Organising
Committee
(SSOC)
were
invited to help out at the
European Schools Sports Day
at Sport City in Manchester on
Friday 27 September. Bury CE
High School were only one of
only four high schools invited to
help out and lead events. We
took twelve members of our
School
Sports
Organising
Committee to deliver an
inclusive invasion to ten
different primary schools from
the Greater Manchester area. The sports leaders from Bury CE High School were excellent and were all
praised by the staff at this event for their outstanding leadership skills.

RUGBY LEAGUE SUCCESS
Garrett and Will in Year 10 play Rugby League for Rochdale Mayfield Rugby League Club. This is also
alongside both students excelling at Rugby Union.
Mayfield Rugby League Club won the North West Counties Cup on Sunday 15 September against a
strong team from Orrell.
This is a fantastic achievement.

PE STARS OF THE WEEK
To help the PE Department at Bury CE High School celebrate students sporting success we
have introduced the 'Star of Week for PE'. The department decides on a weekly basis who has achieved
these awards. The winners so far this academic year are:
Star of the Week 2019 to 2020 – Half Term 1
Date

Girls Winner and Reason

Boys Winner and Reason

Friday
13/9/19

Gina in Year 10 gaining her black belt in Karate.

Alfie in Year 8 –
excellent attitude in PE and for being made
captain of the Year 8 Boys Football.

Friday
20/9/19

Ellie in Year 9 excelling at Swimming outside of school.

Marcus in Year 10 –
player for the competition for the Year 11
Basketball team this week.

Friday
27/9/19

Robyn in Year 10 player of the competition at Football and for
excelling at a range of sports.

Tom in Year 10 –
player of the Football match v Woodhey and
for setting a fantastic example to other
students.

Friday
4/10/19

Millie and Billie-Rose in Year 8 both excelling at Netball and both have
trials for Manchester Thunder.

Frazer in Year 10 excelling at Swimming outside of school.

MICRO:BIT MADNESS!
The Computer Science and Information Technology
(CS&IT) Department have started a new unit with our
Year 8s using Micro:Bits, a pocket-sized computer
that our current Year 11s were given by the BBC
back when they were in Year 8 themselves! These
little computers have little red LED lights and two
buttons, and many of the features of a smartphone
such as an accelerometer and Bluetooth. They are
being used by our Year 8s to program scrolling name
badges, dice emulators, games of rock paper
scissors, and even to play and send their favourite
songs to each other in beautiful 8-bit style. The
physicality of using these devices has made the ideas of Computer Science come alive for many Year 8s,
and they can see the programs they have written actually cause things to happen ‘in the real world’. To
those Year 8s that haven’t yet started working with these wonderful little gadgets - don’t worry, you’ll be
using them next half term. Many thanks to those Year 11s that donated their long forgotten Micro:Bits
back to the CS&IT Department for the cause of teaching Computer Science.
Mrs McMaster

ART, FOOD & TECHNOLOGY
Year 11 are currently starting their GCSE practical tasks in Technology having spent the summer
designing products they would like to make. Classes are busy designing and making models of their
products using traditional modelling techniques of paper, card, foam board, good old fashioned Balsa
wood and photography as well as modelling using Computer Aided Design and Computer Aided
Manufacture techniques. We look forward to seeing the final items!
Revision guides for all of Year 10 and Year 11 are being ordered at a discount price. The books are
usually £5 in the shops but as a school we can sell them for the bargain price of £3. Each book is on full
colour, covers the new specification and has around 160 pages in a handy pocket sized format. Please
send your reply slip and money to your child's class teacher.
Food Preparation and Nutrition are currently celebrating great success at GCSE with figures for the top
grades substantially above the national average and significantly above last years results when the
specification was new to the school. Well done to everybody concerned.
With the departure of Mr Kneale after around 30 years of loyal service with the school as Head of Art &
Textiles, Mr Wilson has taken up the temporary position of Head of Art, Food and Technology and we
welcome Ms Tatterton to the Department as a teacher of Art alongside Mrs Manning. We are looking
forward to some exciting developments for the pupils within the department including liaising with outside
agencies and visits to local galleries.
It looks like being a busy year in the department and we hope you will support your child in their studies
with us.
Mr Wilson

NEWS FROM THE DRAMA DEPARTMENT
We have started rehearsals for this year’s school play, High School Musical (Jnr) and I am delighted that
so many students have joined the cast. It is very exciting to work with all those Thespians, Braniacs and
Jocks, not to mention the large number of twins that attend East High! Rehearsals continue every
Thursday after school till 5pm and it is really important that everyone attends each week.
Make sure you mark the dates 4th, 5th and 6th March 2020 in your diaries now, for our unmissable
performances of High School Musical (Jnr)!
Ms Fyfe

CLIMATE CHANGE
Year 10 were the lucky recipients of an inspiring speech on Climate Change from The Bishop of Bolton.
This made us reflect on our use of plastics and the impact of temperatures rising around the world. This
was coupled with an amazing and kind contribution from the Year group at Harvest. This will be sent to
Urban Outreach.
Miss Chapman

YEAR 7 TRANSITION PROGRAMME - A PUPIL’S VIEW
“On Thursday I went to the Lowry and it was an amazing experience for everybody. We had lots of fun in
the dram exercises which were good for team building. It helped us bond together and learn more about
each other. Next we had to go to the art gallery. We learned many techniques to make our drawings look
really cool. We also did many mini challenges such as drawing with our eyes closed. Finally, we did
some painting that involved printing. We made multiple scenes and backgrounds to make one big
painting.
Friday was one of the best days ever. Challenge 4 Change was a great way to over come fears of
heights. We did many challenges that tested our bravery. The tyre pit tested us on balance and just
stepping in the right place, especially when doing races. We did the big swing which was one of the
biggest challenges we faced. The instructors were really encouraging and helped us face our fears.
Many of the challenges were to do with heights but some were on the floor. We did a challenge in the
prison cells and learnt the background story of Challenge 4 Change.”
Maisie, 7YB

Learning to play a musical instrument can be fun and has been shown to
boost academic attainment. Bury CE High School has a long established
partnership with Bury Music Service who provide lessons in school on a
wide variety of instruments. In addition to receiving lessons, many of our
pupils attend the bands, choirs and ensemble activities that the music
service offer after school and at the weekend. If you are considering
learning an instrument then why not explore what's on offer
at www.burymusic.co.uk. Alternatively you could speak to Mr Battye
(Head of Music).

OPEN EVENING
It was great to see so many Year 11s representing school and serving our future Year 7s. There were 26
students giving expert tours around the school site, others were helping with Car Parking and there were
many others serving in DofE, Food & Nutrition, PE, Drama & RS.
The Senior School Officers did a fantastic job playing a part in Rev Watson’s Presentations to prospective
pupils and parents that took place in the Hall.
The input from pupils was very much appreciated, one parent of an anxious child commented that one of
the guides put their child so much at ease that they now felt like they had a big brother in school that
would look after them.
A big thank you to over 40 Year 11 students who took time out to come and make a big difference to the
life of the school. You did us proud!
Mr Wilkinson

YOUNG WRITERS
CONTAMINATION

COMPETITION:

MISSION

We
would
like
to
congratulate
the winners
of the Young
Writers
Competition
which ran in
the summer
term.
The
competition
was
based
around
the
theme
of
contamination and the students had the opportunity to
create a short story of just 100 words. We looked at
possible scenarios, genres and characterisation to
create the stories in class and at home.
The number of students receiving certificates was
astounding and some of those winners have been
published in the Stories of Survival Anthology. Here are
some examples of their work:
Symbiotic Clones by Jake B, Y9
As the interplanetary ship arrived at the docking station
the twelve cryo-pods opened with an eerie slowness.
The weary astronauts saw the power was faltering and
suited up in preparation for the spacewalk. The solar
panels were covered in a mysterious purple goo, which
the engineers took back on the ship for testing. The
science officer dismissed it as insignificant.
Later that night as the crew settled down for bed, the
lights flickered violently and a purple gelatinous rain
poured from the air vents. T he next morning thirteen
astronauts awoke ready to board the space station…
Mission by Scott H, Y8
Red lights all around me. Sirens blaring non-stop. I
need to keep running. If I stop they’ll get me. This has
happened before but never like this. There’s no escape
as I run through a labyrinth of corridors. I chance a
quick look behind me, they’re not chasing me. But I
know if I stop, even for a second, I’m dead. The
rebellion has fallen. Mankind has failed. I turn a sharp
right but they’re there. I now know that this is the end of
the world.
The Volcano by Lucy H, Y8
It was spreading, spreading quickly; no one knew what
it was. All they knew was that it was coming from
volcanoes around them. Instead of lava, it was a clear,
steaming substance. All the people were trying to get to
higher, safer land. The space to run kept getting
smaller, smaller. Eventually everyone was huddled up
in a small dome, trying to find a way to stop this. Some
people gave up; others ran to water; and the rest said
goodbye to their loved ones. They all said their last
words.
Miss Simm

NATIONAL POETRY DAY 2019
National Poetry Day is a UK wide celebration of
poetry taking place every October. Each year
there is a different theme and this year’s theme
was truth. On Thursday 3 October we ran a
number of interactive poetry sessions with students, where they were able to work creatively
on various activities. Some students created
their own poem based on a memory. Here are
some examples:
Elf November by Malorie I, Y9
After swimming we get sweets
I felt I was home: finally
Confetti flooded streets; lanterns on doorsteps
Clutching lantern in my gloved hand
Sweet bag underneath
Music, singing, joy
Go to neighbours door, voices ready
The 11th of November
Singing Dutch Saint Marten songs
My First Rollercoaster by Rachel T, Y9
Striking Blue rollercoaster
chugga, chugga, chugga
Everyone hopped on
Setting off, all a buzz
Looking down, queues for miles
Reach the top, don’t look back; don’t look down
Whoosh!
Array of colours everywhere
Never landing: we’re flying
Don’t look back; don’t look down
Where are the trees?
The Water Day by Jake L, Y9
Splash! The water cold on my skin
Laughter from everyone: they are hyenas
Ha Ha Ha!
The leaf green lily pad, now squid tentacles,
catch me
I struggle free
They are laughing at me
Now unstuck, now I’m free
Miss Simm, English Department

FRESHERS FAIR
On the 18 September we
held our Freshers Fair at
Bury CE High School.
Pupils were able to
explore all the different
activities available to
pupils before, during and
afterschool and received
a copy of the extracurricular timetable.
The event was a great
success.
Mrs Hilton

MAKE YOUR MARK
The UK Youth Parliament Make Your Mark 2019 took place last week.
Last year 2716 young people in Bury participated and this year they are hoping for even more. Pupils of
Bury CE High School had the opportunity to vote for the topics they feel affect young people most locally
and nationally. The topics with the most votes will be discussed in the House of Commons.
Mrs Hilton

WOODARD CHORAL FESTIVAL
The school choir are looking forward to their weekend away at the Woodard Schools Choral Festival 2019.
The choir will be staying at Worksop College in Nottinghamshire and will be taking part in performances
that include the Coronation Mass by Mozart and Zadok The Priest by Handel. A full report about the visit
will appear in the next edition of the Grapevine.

EXAMINATION SUCCESS
Congratulations to Jacob in Year 7 who has passed his Trinity College London Grade 3 Guitar
examination.

EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
The full programme of extra-curricular activities has started in the Music Department. The Choir have
been rehearsing Bohemian Rhapsody by Queen and Adiemus by Karl Jenkins. The concert band have
already prepared and performed all the music for the Harvest communions. The Jazz band has started
rehearsing on Monday evenings with Mr Jones.
Mr Battye

YEAR 8 NEWS
Year 8 will soon be trialling a new awards system firstly as form groups and then in
the humanities subjects. The awards system will be operated through the Satchel
1 app that many of the pupils have on their smart phones and parents will be able
to see where the award points have been earned throughout the day. Mr Battye
will be writing to parents soon with more details.

ENGLISH AWARDS
Congratulations to the following pupils who have been presented with certificates for their excellent
engagement in lessons so far this term: Sienna, Ryan, Liam, Theo, Ruby, Daniel, Nathaniel, Megan,
Sam, Amelia, Clare, Riley, Alfie, Frankie, Cienna, Ella and Jamie.
Mr Battye

EUROPEAN WEEK OF LANGUAGES
The 26 September is celebrated across Europe as the European Day of Languages. This year the
Languages Department took things a step further by celebrating across the whole week. We used this
opportunity to raise awareness around language learning in our school community and to celebrate the
linguistic heritage of the European community.
Pupils took part in a European Bake Off Challenge. The talent was immense and the judges very much
enjoyed tasting everyone’s hard work. The winners were Rylee - Showstopper Challenge, Bethan Technical Challenge and Liam - Theme Challenge. After the judging, we had a bake sale so the whole of
the school was able to take part in our celebration. As well as the Bake Off we had events around the
school. Pupils had the opportunity to design a poster to celebrate the European Day of Languages
and win some exciting prizes and at lunchtimes we had an International Film Club, Spanish Club and
Salsa Lessons. The restaurant made food from a different European country each day. The whole
school was buzzing with an excitement about Europe and the wealth of treasures we have access to as a
result of diversity.
Mrs Rogers

WORSHIP
This half term has seen our forms reflecting on Harvest
and what God has given us from the environment. Pupils
have been asked to complete a reflection with their Form
Tutor and these have been shared with the rest of the
school during assembly. The reflections have focused on
what we get from the world and how it enables us to live
and thrive. For example, some pupils have focused on the
air that allows us to breathe and the soil that enables us to
plant crops and gain food. As a symbolic representation of
what the earth gives us, pupils have then poured different
coloured sand into our sand jar. This serves as a powerful
reminder of what we gain from our environment, how it
benefits us and also enables us to take time to reflect on
what we can do to prevent further harm to our world. In
addition, this term we have held our annual Harvest Communions which have provided an opportunity for
whole year groups to come together to be thankful for God’s bounty and also to show our own gratitude
and generosity. Services were presided over by our School Chaplain, Revd Jones, and also The Bishop of
Bolton, Mark Ashcroft. Revd Simon Cook also delivered the talks at three of the services which
encouraged our pupils to think about their role in the world and also how they can serve God in protecting
the environment. Bishop Mark talked powerfully about his family’s time in Kenya and their recent visit
there which enabled pupils to be reminded that there are many things, such as a seemingly unending
supply of clean water, that we take for granted on a daily basis. He also encouraged our young people to
reflect on the very real role that they will play in protecting the environment in the decades to come. Urban
Outreach, who provide food and cold weather provision in Bolton, were invited into school and were able to
collect a wide selection of food and tinned goods generously donated by pupils and their families. They
were extremely grateful for the donations and they were very clear that each bit of food given will make a
huge difference to families and individuals who are suffering from poverty and hardship.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
This term has seen our Year 9 pupils embark on their GCSE course in RE and many have made a great
start to the year. For our Year 10s, they have started the year mindful that their exam is not far away and,
with this in mind, many Year 10 pupils have made a strong start to the year and some have even started
their revision for their upcoming GCSE.
To enable our pupils to understand the syllabus in the context of real life, this term we have been visited by
representatives of Open Doors, a charity which aims to eradicate persecution of Christians in parts of the
world where following the Christian faith can result in torture or even death. Pupils had the opportunity to
reflect on what persecution means in real terms and the impact that this can have on individuals and their
families. In addition, they were able to reflect on the determination of those Christians who pursue their
faith even in the face of adversity and also the actions which they and others can take to help those in
need. Pupils responded very positively to our visitors and they played a real part in bringing learning to life
and considering how our actions can have a genuine effect on others in bringing about change in the world
around us.

NATURAL FORMS
Year 10 have been exploring the theme of Natural forms and looking closely at the Pomegranate fruit in
line with the harvest celebrations. They have produced some confident , high quality mixed media pieces
combining pencil drawing, fine liner, paint (both Acrylic and Watercolour) and oil pastel, as well as
machine stitch on top of prepared backgrounds. The backgrounds were created using a mixture of brown
paper, paint wash and sections of newspaper which was brought over from Pakistan by our visitors from
St. Denys'

